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Tevron® Introduces Secure & Parallel Monitoring for all Citrix Hosted Applications
Tevron® Introduces Secure & Parallel Monitoring for all Citrix Hosted Applications
Nashua, New Hampshire, October 2, 2006 – Tevron® today announced further enhanced support
for the monitoring of all Citrix hosted applications to its flagship solution, CitraTest APM.
Tevron’s latest leading edge technology now allows for the simultaneous execution of Citrix
transactions on a single monitoring PC. These “Real User Transactions” are securely executed in
the Windows service space and actively measure the End-To-End User Experience.
Through the deployment of Tevron’s APM solutions, every application across the enterprise
can be accurately measured and actively monitored allowing for the enforcement of all
SLAs. By providing the ability to perform “Secure-Parallel Monitoring”, now a single monitoring
machine can remain in a “logged off” state from a specific point of presence in the enterprise and
execute and measure real-world user transactions concurrently ensuring security and further
expanding the overall coverage bandwidth.
“Because Tevron’s APM solutions are completely independent of the application
they are monitoring, for the first time, every application across the enterprise can be monitored
with one cost effective solution. Every organization has numerous applications they need to
monitor and our APM solutions can monitor them all. No other vendor offers such vast and all
encompassing support.. Through the use of Tevron’s APM solutions, organizations now have one
all encompassing solution with one licensing fee that can monitor any and every application across
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the enterprise. This includes all legacy applications, client server applications, web applications,
Citrix or Terminal Server hosted applications, terminal emulation...every application. With the
introduction of “Secure-Parallel Monitoring” support, Tevron continues to provide its customers
with secure and flexible solutions. This flexibility is a must to meet the demanding needs of today’s
global enterprises”, explains Jay Labadini, Executive Vice President at Tevron.
To learn how CitraTest APM® can assist you with the End-To-End performance management for
all
your applications, call 1.702.518.7435 or visit www.tevron.com.
ABOUT TEVRON, LLC
Tevron is a global leader in APM and Automated Testing. Through our all encompassing customercentric vision and advanced technology, our APM & Testing Solutions allow the unique flexibility
of supporting every application across the enterprise with one methodology delivering the ability to
test, monitor, enforce SLAs, and optimize performance with confidence and ease. Founded in 2001,
Tevron® is a global organization and is privately held.
TRADEMARKS
Tevron, LLC, the Tevron logo, CitraTest, CitraTest VU, and CitraTest APM are registered
trademarks of Tevron, LLC. All other product references herein are either trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective owners.
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